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Americans love a good procedural, and the Jeffrey MacDonald
murder case is right up there with O.J. Simpson in the true crime
genre. Ever since MacDonald, a Green Beret doctor at Fort Bragg,
was arrested for allegedly murdering his wife and two young
daughters over 40 years ago, Americans have been captivated by
the sordid tale, and bitterly divided over its meaning.
The result of the military's initial investigation was that the
evidence and charges against MacDonald were "not true," so he
was released. But in 1975 his formerly supportive father-in-law,
with an assist from the writer Joe McGinniss (who was soon to
publish a book arguing MacDonald's guilt) succeeded in getting
MacDonald indicted in a civilian court. In 1979 he was tried and
Mark Hames/YouTube
found guilty. MacDonald has been imprisoned for the duration of
the interim, though he and his supporters have never ceased claiming his innocence. The fervor of these claims—at
a parole hearing, MacDonald was told if he admitted guilt and showed remorse, he would be freed; he wouldn't do
it—still compels the public's attention.
It also compels the judicial system's. Last month, after years of appeals, an evidentiary hearing was held in
Wilmington, NC. to determine whether or not the courts should reconsider MacDonald's case.
It's not yet clear what the result of the recent hearings will be. But judging from the evidence presented,
MacDonald is just one of several people involved with the original 1979 trial whose reputation is in need of serious
reconsideration.

THE NEWEST INSALLMENT of l'affaire MacDonald came about because in April 2011 the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit acknowledged that exculpatory evidence may have been withheld, suppressed, or destroyed
prior to MacDonald's trial. The case was thus remanded back to the original district court.
Just as at the original trial, this new hearing was fated to be a North Carolinian reenactment of Rashomon. It was a
foregone conclusion it would be impeded by witnesses who were either confused, lying, or relying on memories
dimmed by time. And there was also the fact that some key players are no longer even alive.
Some people of note who were present:
There was, of course, MacDonald himself, who entered the courtroom every day in the company of two Federal
Marshals, looking a very old 68. Wearing pressed prison khakis with a pale logo on the back (INMATE—NEW
HANOVER COUNTY), his hair is thinning, and all white.
The elfin Judge Fox looked like an Olson twin if she had a white mustache. Whenever he spoke (which was seldom)
it was in a quiet voice, even with a microphone. He never cut off meandering lines of questioning, but was efficient
when it came to watching the clock. He announced, with precision, all recesses and lunch breaks.
Sitting in the gallery was MacDonald’s wife since 2002, Kathy, who looks quite like Leslie Stahl. I have long
thought there was something creepy about women who write to, then marry prisoners they‘ve never met. The
motivation for such an action eludes me. Is it a kind of misdirected desire for reflected “fame”? An inclination to
stick up for an underdog? Kathy MacDonald, however, in no way fits the image I had of these women; she seems
neither desperate, nor crazed. In any case, it is really to her that MacDonald owes this latest—and last—legal
round. Kathy MacDonald’s persistence at pursuing, then persuading people with likely exculpatory information to
come forward to testify at the Court of Appeals has clearly paid off.
There was Bob Stevenson, 73, the late Collette MacDonald’s purported black sheep brother. He looks like an angry
biker with his white beard and what’s left of his hair pulled into a little curly knot resembling the tail of a pig. He
doesn't seem happy to be in court; I read that he has said, “There is nothing new here.”
Also greeting each other at the MacDonald hearing were other old friends from the other big North Carolina case
that was heard recently, the John Edwards trial. The first important witness, in fact, was Wade Smith, Edwards’
lead attorney. Back in 1975, Edwards was a law clerk for the deceased judge (Franklin Dupree) who heard this case
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on the first bounce, when Smith represented MacDonald. He is said, now, to be the most prominent criminal
defense lawyer in North Carolina, and is certainly the central casting version of Distinguished Southern Lawyer:
silvery hair, well-tailored suit, and a gracious demeanor. (The government’s lawyers had Smith read into the record
many Q&A sequences from the original trial transcript. Much of it made no sense to anyone sitting in the gallery.)
The prosecutor from 1979, James Blackburn, was also called as a witness. After the MacDonald trial he climbed
the lawyers' ladder to become First Assistant U.S. Attorney for the eastern district of North Carolina, then joined a
prominent law firm. But things went south for him starting in 1993, when he was disbarred, tried, and found guilty
of fraud and obstruction of justice for falsifying his files, forging judges' signatures, and embezzling hundreds of
thousands of dollars of clients’ money. (His lawyer—Wade Smith, incidentally—managed to get his 103 year
sentence reduced to three years of work release.) His current incarnation is that of a southern-fried Tony Robbins.
He is a motivational speaker using his own downfall to preach the gospel of career resurrection. The slogan in his
promotional material is "Winning at all costs!" It is an open question—indeed, one directly relevant to the latest
proceeding—whether he was adhering to this mantra in prosecuting Jeffrey MacDonald four decades ago.
Another Assistant U.S. Attorney from the original trial also took the stand: Jack Crawley. You won't believe it, but
this chap, too, found himself in trouble since the original case was heard. The Bar association found that he had not
done due diligence on two probate cases, that he had violated the rules of professional responsibility, and that he
was responsible for trust account "irregularities”; he was thus suspended from the practice of law for three years. (At
this latest hearing, Crawley was asked to testify to MacDonald's attraction to the occult, on the basis of an Esquire
magazine found on the MacDonald coffee table. That issue, published not many weeks after the Manson murders,
"had a number of strange articles—even one about a black swan fornicating somebody.")
It quickly becomes apparent that the government has a great deal invested in upholding Jeffrey MacDonald's
conviction. It's not only justifying the money already spent on it, but saving face. Over the course of the hearing the
government was forced to admit a stunning lack of professionalism in the conduct of the original investigation and
trial—in the laboratory, at the crime scene, and in the courtroom. At stake is the government's claims to basic
competence. And that is why government lawyers are now reduced to falling back on the old bromide that a few
bad apples from decades ago didn't spoil the barrel, i.e., their case.

THAT ARGUMENT HOWEVER is not helped by the appearance of the journalist Joe McGinniss at the hearing.
It's impossible to ignore the fact that it was his book, Fatal Vision, that has served as the government's narrative for
this case. Disclosure: I, unlike McGinniss himself, hold him in very low regard. I was reminded why when I noticed
he was sending out promotional Tweets in the run-up to his testimony at the hearing.
Having met McGinniss in his heyday in 1968, I was shocked to see a portly older man with Carl Sandburg hair
take the stand. The government quickly went about trying to establish that McGinniss' book was authoritative,
helped by McGinniss himself, who seemed very comfortable and self-assured on the stand. He spoke of his
access to all of MacDonald's notes and papers, including notes from the days leading up to the murders. One
note he recounts finding was an ambiguous notation of a diet pill (Eskatrol, an amphetamine), and another
reference to “3-5.” McGinniss testifies that this was his Aha! moment. Referring to the notes he found, he said,
"Who takes one diet pill a week? Or even 3-5?" He suspected that the number was a reference to the number of
pills taken daily by MacDonald; he was running a weight loss study, after all, and had, himself, lost 12-15 pounds
in 3-4 weeks. And to round out the theory, as Fatal Vision noted, Eskatrol was a dangerous drug in terms of side
effects: "rage reaction, psychosis, and assaultiveness." (Of course, McGinniss didn't add that he had formulated
these descriptors himself !)

This testimony energized Keith Williams, one of the defense lawyers. The first thing Williams did on crossexamination was to chide McGinniss' tweeting: as a sequestered witness one is not supposed to be giving
interviews or flogging a book. Williams then pointed out that McGinniss' book had often used an ellipsis to
exclude information that did not suit the author's theory. (McGinniss had recorded MacDonald writing "possible
1 diet pill..." whereas in the doctor's actual notes it continued: "but do not think I had one.")
The defense portrayed McGinniss as manipulative and duplicitous. Williams talks about how MacDonald
cooperated with McGinniss' book, and asks the author why he misled his subject, telling him he believed in his
innocence. McGinniss, morphing from a raconteur's story-telling voice into a harsh and accusatory tone,
answers, "He was trying to con me from Day 1. He was a psychopath—and I didn't know he was one." (Here,
MacDonald, who had been quite non-reactive throughout, begins tensing his jaw muscles.) The author says he
"played along so he could learn more about the psychopathic personality" and didn't even bother to ask certain
questions because he knew he would be lied to. The cross-examination seems to shake McGinniss; by the end of
it he is neither preening, nor glib.
Williams' last question to the author was: "Would you agree that no one has profited financially off this story so
much as you?" McGinniss said that was probably true. Leaving the courtroom, Rick Thosen, who knew
MacDonald back from Ft. Bragg, said to me, "The government may have incarcerated my friend, but Joe
McGinniss destroyed him"
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WHATEVER THE JUDGE decides about this snake bit case, odds are that it won't end anytime soon. The
government will almost certainly appeal if MacDonald wins. If MacDonald loses, he will appeal, encouraged by the
fact that the recent 4th Circuit opinion was relatively friendly. Everyone will have to wait until 2013—or later—for
a definitive answer.
Meanwhile, Joe McGinniss' tweeting continues. He boasts about the reissue of not only Fatal Vision in e-book form,
but also the book that made his name, The Selling of the President.
While he waited to give the last of his testimony, McGinniss tweeted: "#Fatal Vision hearing wraps tomorrow.
@joemcginniss concludes testimony. Whole thing an utter farce, waste of court time & taxpayer $." The Fatal Vision
hearing? What a narcissistic, damning Freudian slip. It's a tragedy to think that the vindication of a man who has
spent most of his life behind bars hangs in the balance.
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